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Ms Peková's MA thesis sets out to examine the so-called “postgender moment” in contemporary 

Anglo-American fiction; more specifically, how three selected female writers—Brigid Brophy, 

Jeanette Winterson, and Vanessa Place—employ “the structural moment at the heart of [the] gender 

binary” in order to articulate their various fictional departures from “genderism,” understood as 

“essentialist notions of sex and gender” (18). This interface between feminist & gender theory (of 

variously deconstructive ilk) and literary experimentalism (of varying degrees and kinds) aims to 

posit the “post-gender moment” as springing from the logic underlying J.-F. Lyotard's notion of 

“postmodernism.” Just as JFL's postmodernism is a structural, rather than temporal, disjunction 

from the “solace of [the] good forms” of modernism, then so should, Ms Peková suggests, 

“postgender” be conceived of as structural examination, and perhaps overcoming, of the gender 

binary (the primary problem of feminist criticism, she is right to observe). The other major 

intellectual source of Ms Peková's thinking is J. Derrida's theorisation of the “event,” its logic of 

“perhaps” and future-orientation coexistent with insistence on a re-use, a remaking, of the extant 

terms of the governing discourse under deconstruction. Hence her use of texts that don't purport to 

do away with (if this were at all possible) the gender-binary, but rather those that “examine the 

gender binary structurally and thus gesture at the very limits of gender articulation (its obviation; 

totalization; and free-play narrative dismantling)” (19).  

 

Ms Peková's deployment of deconstructionist strategies in e.g. her critique of Baudrillard's 

vulgarisation of the notion of “transsexualism” (“Introduction”) is as skilful, intelligent and 

pertinent as her reading Winterson's Written on the Body with and through Woolf's Orlando 

(Chapter I), her sketch of the genealogy of Conceptualist writing and Place's Boycott (Chapter II), 

or her Lacanian reading of Brophy's In Transit (Chapter III). Ms Peková's witty, multilingually 

paronomasiac “Afterlaugh” section (p. 75) makes for perhaps the single funniest MA thesis page 

the opponent has had the pleasure to read.   

 

The high-quality content stands in stark contrast with (and is at times impaired by) the shockingly 

poor level of formatting- and language-related concerns. The opponent considers it his duty to bring 

to attention the unfortunately high incidence of various typos (Derrida's crucial essay appears as 

“Structure Sing and Play...” (2), critic “Goodlad” as “Goodland” (20), there's “Bathesian” and 

“Baudrilard” (19; 21) or factual negligence (for instance, Hegel appears rechristened as “Friedrich 

Wilhelm Hegel” [15]). More serious than these typos are grammatical errors (e.g. the author's 

freewheeling treatment of the present-perfect tense and a rather nonchalant approach to articles, 

both definite and indefinite) and, even more so, stylistic awkwardnesses (“based on from which,” 

“shaped by for whom it was told”) which at times obscure the message: the communication value of 

whatever follows sentence-openers such as “neither has it nothing to do” (15) or “in refusing to not 

perpetuating” (17) becomes severely jeopardised. All this gleaned from the first twenty-odd pages – 

and the rest improves only ever so slightly. 

 

That said, there are three topic areas that need to be raised for discussion and addressed should—

and hopefully this will be the case—Ms Peková intends to further work with the manuscript toward 

its publication: 

 

 



1. The notion of “post-gender” as springing from the logic of the Lyotardian “postmodern,” the 

modern “in the native state” which is “permanent” deserves further attention. Can this atemporal 

situatedness, bringing the two together in a type of “trans-modern” no-man's land, be brought to 

bear upon what Ms Peková's thesis theorises as “transgender”? After all, although engaged with 

“postmodernity's search for postgender,” Ms Peková reads Winterson through Woolf, Brophy 

through Joyce, and Place through conceptualism whose avant-garde roots (via pataphysics and the 

Oulipo) are also incontestable. Where does this place Ms Peková's own project vis-a-vis that of e.g. 

Steven Connor, whom she quotes as authority (on pp. 3-4), yet who seems to eschew any deeper 

reflection on the continuity, or indeed contiguity, between modernism and so-called 

postmodernism?    

 

2. Could more be said of the  broader implications—socio-cultural, political and others—of the 

three writers' own literary practice? Ms Peková purposefully avoids chronology, beginning with the 

1993 Winterson, following up with the 2013 Place and ending with the 1968 Brophy text (from the 

least to the most “experimental” and “transgender”), but the picture of the individual writers' degree 

of involvement in contemporary debates (Winterson's, relatively feeble; Place's and Brophy's, 

intense) out of which their texts arise, is done in somewhat broad brushstrokes. Can more be made 

of Winterson's own personal lesbianism, yet her refusal to subscribe to any “literary lesbianism” 

label? Of Place's “uncreative,” plagiarist writing project vis-a-vis her legal practice? Or, of Brophy's 

personal activism—feminist, animal-rights, pacifist, gay and lesbian—as opposed to her, on many 

accounts, willing embrace of the conventional social role of a wife and mother? Or do these 

biographical trivia fall outside of Ms Peková's focus? If so, what does it say about the degree to 

which the “transgender” label can—or should?—be not only atemporal, but also impersonal?  

 

3. What is the rhetorical motivation behind Ms Peková's “Afterlaugh,” which reads like a 

Cixousesque take on Joyce's Finnegans Wake (whose destabilising /gender/ signification effects 

have been commented upon already by Derrida himself)? Thus, following and perhaps answering 

Ms Peková's call, in her “Conclusion,” for a “change in articulation” (74) of gender markers in a 

language “gestating towards a (possibly emancipating) future” (70) is an idiom crafted in the 

fashion of a modernist/avant-garde chef d'oeuvre. Again, what does this fact tell us about the 

temporality and supposed “futurity” to which the “transgender” moment is purported to lead – if in 

fact it seems to lead backward in time? 

 

Despite the thesis' indisputable merits, its timeliness, relevance & intelligence, the formal and 

linguistic shortcomings of the work are so severe as to prevent the opponent from grading it 

excellent, clean and simple. The proposed grade is, thus, in the grey area between excellent and very 

good and it will be up to the candidate to sway it the one way or the other at her defence.   
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